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Abstract:

Although it is known that a proportion of people find ECT distressing to receive, these adverse

psychological reactions are little understood.  Twenty people who reported having found ECT

upsetting were interviewed about their experiences in detail. A variety of themes emerged, including

feelings of fear, shame and humiliation, worthlessness and helplessness, and a sense of having been

abused and assaulted.  This had reinforced existing problems and led to distrust of psychiatric staff.

Few had felt able to tell professionals of the strength of their reactions, implying a possible hidden pool

of trauma. Implications for the practice of ECT are discussed.

Introduction

Although ECT (electroconvulsive therapy)

is widely used in depression and some other

conditions, it continues to attract controversy.

Disagreement mainly centres around the pos-

sibility of memory loss and intellectual im-

pairment, with the generally accepted offi-

cial view being that ̀ As far as we know, ECT

does not have any long-term effects on your

memory or your intelligence’  (Royal College

of Psychiatrists, 1997).  Although the debate

about cognitive impairment has received

much attention (Breggin, 1991; Frank, 1990;

Friedberg, 1976), the question of possible

unwanted psychological effects has, until

recently, been almost totally neglected. No

mention is made of them in most summaries

of adverse effects, such as that in Weiner &

Krystal (1994).  The ECT handbook contains

a single paragraph referring briefly to pre-

treatment anxiety (Royal College of Psychia-

trists, 1995). This omission has been com-

mented on both by psychiatrists: `Doctors

who give ECT have shown remarkably little

interest in their patients’  views of the proce-

dure and its effects on them and only recently

has this topic received any consideration in

the literature’  (Abrams, 1997) and by service

users: `What is never discussed in the litera-

ture is the profoundly damaging psychologi-

cal effects  ECT can have’  (Lindow, 1992).

This is in contrast to earlier, mainly psy-

choanalytic, theorising about the psychologi-

cal impact of ECT.  Psychogenic theories of

ECT’ s action were summarised in a review

article by Cook (1944). Earlier belief in the

therapeutic effects of fear had been largely

replaced by theories about the healing nature

of this symbolic death and re-birth. There

was speculation along Freudian lines that the

fit `by its severe motor manifestations ª dis-
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chargesº  large amounts of energy inherent in

the destructive and death drives and unloads

them in a¼ harmless manner’ .  Gordon  (1948)

listed 23 possible psychological explanations

of ECT’ s effects, such as the destruction of

narcissistic pro tective patterns and  the

eroticising of the body. Some clinicians be-

lieved that these and other hypothesised reac-

tions, such as the relief from guilt and self-

punishment following the experience of `a

sadistic, real attack’ , made the conjunction of

ECT with psychoanalysis a particularly fruit-

ful one (Weigart, 1940 in Boyer, 1952).  Boyer

includes a lengthy case history in which the

young female client equates ECT in fantasy

not only with death and re-birth, but also with

intercourse, castration and impregnation, with

ultimately favourable results in her therapy.

On a less positive note, Abse & Ewing

(1956) noted that conscious attitudes towards

ECT are `time and again’ , in long-term

therapy, succeeded by feelings that it was

cruel and destructive.  There is `a revival of

threatening and punitive parental figures’

who are often, like the physician, initially

credited with good intentions. The ECT ap-

pears to arouse anxiety and fear, while at the

same time holding out hope of forgiveness

and a fresh start.  Wayne (1955) noted that

certain aspects of the procedure may evoke

unconscious meanings in both doctor and

patient; for example, ̀ It has all the character-

istics of an overwhelming assault¼ and this

can be documented by the reactions of some

patients who have had this treatment’ .   Fisher

et al. (1953) investigated the conscious and

unconscious attitudes towards ECT in 30

psychotic patients, and concluded that `the

majority of patients found electric shock to

be a traumatic experience’ .   D.W. Winnicott

(1947) argued that psychological reactions to

ECT often compounded patients’  difficulties

and defences; for example, obsessional peo-

ple might need to become even more control-

led.

An exception to these analytically-orien-

tated accounts is Warren’ s (1988) descrip-

tion of the implications of ECT for the self

and for family relationships. In her inter-

views with ten women admitted to a state

hospital in California between 1957 and 1961

and their relatives, there was uniform confu-

sion and bewilderment at the loss of memory

in everyday life. Sometimes this forgetful-

ness, for example of previous hostile out-

bursts, was welcome to their husbands. Fear

of future ECT stopped some women from

confiding emotional upsets, and family rela-

tionships were subtly altered all round.

With the general decline of psychoanalytic

influences on psychiatry, theorising and re-

search in this area appears to have been

abandoned until Gomez’ s survey (1975) of

side-effects in 96 ECT patients. Findings

from this and other attitude studies (for ex-

ample, Freeman & Kendall, 1980; Hughes et

al., 1981; Kerr et al., 1982) were reviewed in

Freeman & Cheshire (1986).  Subsequent

studies by Malcolm (1989), Szuba et al.

(1991), Riordan et al. (1993) and Pettinati et

al. (1994) used essentially the same format of

asking patients to respond to questions or

complete checklists about their attitudes to

and experience of ECT. The conclusions

from this series of investigations can be sum-

marised as follows:

· Most people appear to find ECT helpful

(varying from 83% in Hughes et al. to

56% in Riordan et al.).

· Most people also report side-effects,

(around 80% in all studies),with memory

im pairm ent complained of m ost fre-

quently, and headaches and confusion

mentioned less frequently.

· Most people do not seem to find ECT

particularly frightening to receive  (Free-

man & Kendall); 50% less so than a visit

to the dentist.  However, a majority does

experience some level of anxiety (74% in
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Gomez, 69% in Riordan et al.), and a

significant minority reports much stronger

reactions; (13.1% said it was so upsetting

that they would not want it again, Free-

man & Kendall; 14.3% say it was more

upsetting than surgery, Pettinati et al.;

23.7% agreed with the statement that ECT

is a barbaric, inhumane treatment, Kerr et

al.).

· Most people do not report other anxieties

about ECT, although a minority does

mention worries about brain damage.

Death, personality change and being anaes-

thetised are also feared by some.

· Most people who have had ECT are pro-

foundly ignorant about the whole proce-

dure, and say that they were given no or

inadequate explanations. (Sixty-nine per

cent did not know that ECT involved  a

convulsion, Hughes et al. Only 21% said

they were given a good explanation of the

procedure, Freeman & Kendall.) It is not

clear how much these findings were influ-

enced by memory loss.

(Two other studies produced broadly simi-

lar results, but are not directly comparable to

those described above because scores for

each item were averaged across all responses.

See Calev et al., 1991;  Baxter et al., 1986.)

In summary, these studies would seem to

justify Freeman & Kendall’ s (1980) often-

quoted conclusion that patients find ECT `a

helpful treatment and not particularly fright-

ening.’  However, there are reasons for be-

lieving that the picture may be more compli-

cated than this.

First, there are the limitations acknowl-

edged by Freeman & Kendall, which may

apply to some extent to all these psychiatrist-

led investigations: ̀ It is obviously going to be

difficult to come back to a hospital where you

have been treated and criticise the treatment

that you were given in a face-to-face meeting

with a doctor.’   Earlier researchers certainly

found such factors to be relevant: `The ma-

jority of the patients seemed to be motivated

by the idea that any criticism  that they might

make of shock would in an indirect sense be

a criticism of the psychiatric staff¼ patients

expressed themselves sincerely only after the

interviewers spent considerable time in es-

tablishing a relationship’ . (Fisher et al., 1953.)

Secondly, there is the unusual degree of

compliance noted by several investigators,

who were puzzled by patients’  willingness to

agree to ECT despite being anxious and ill-

informed: `We were left with the clear im-

pression that patients would agree to almost

anything a doctor suggested’  (Freeman &

Kendall, 1980). Referring to the same phe-

nomenon, Riordan et al. (1993) suggested,

`This may reflect a high level of trust, or a

resigned lethargy, in part reflecting mental

state, but also a feeling of lack of involvement

in their own management’ .  Freeman &

Kendall (1980) quote a particularly striking

example: `Two patients who misunderstood

the initial appointment letter ¼  came fully

prepared to have a course of ECT. Neither

had been near the hospital for nine months

and both were quite symptom-free.’  Little

attempt was made to explore the meaning of

this kind of behaviour, but it does raise the

question of whether the absence of criticism

reflects satisfaction, or merely learned help-

lessness and passivity.

Thirdly, there is the fact that a minority of

people in all the studies did express very

strong negative feelings about ECT, although

this has been obscured by focusing on the

majority view. In the only paper that ac-

knowledges this as a problem, Fox (1993)

d esc r ib es h o w  a  ` d if f i cu l t- to- e li c i t ,

etiologically obscure and currently under-

recognised ª pathologicalº  fear of treatment

develops in some proportion of patients un-

dergoing ECT ¼ Fear of ECT merits further

study’ .
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Fourthly, there are several recent surveys

carried out by investigators from outside the

hospital setting which paint a much less reas-

suring picture. In the first one, UKAN (United

Kingdom Advocacy Network) received 306

replies to a questionnaire distributed through

UKAN- affiliated groups, Mindlink and Sur-

vivors Speak Out (both the last being service-

user run organisations).  Overall, 35.1% de-

scribed ECT as `damaging’  with another

16.5% saying it was `not helpful.’  Although

30.1% found that it was helpful or very help-

ful, those who did not were likely to express

very strong views against it, using words like

`brutal’ , ̀ barbaric’  and ̀ degrading’ . Psycho-

logical  after-effects included loss of confi-

dence, dignity and self-esteem; fear of hospi-

tals and psychiatry; anger and aggression;

loss of self; and nightmares (Ukan, 1996).

Similar themes emerged from a series of

semi-structured interviews with 516 psychi-

atric patients contacted through M IND

(Rogers et al., 1993). While 43% found ECT

helpful or very helpful, a large minority

(37.1%) said it was unhelpful or very unhelp-

ful, with a high proportion of the latter group

strongly condemning it. Psychological ef-

fects included fear, flashbacks and night-

mares. The same themes emerged from two

smaller surveys by two researchers who had

had ECT themselves, (Wallcraft, 1987; Law-

rence, 1997) and from MIND’ s  (1995) sur-

vey on ̀ Older Women and ECT’ .  In addition,

the recently formed organisation ECT Anony-

mous has collected several hundred reports

from people who say that ECT has had a

variety of disabling physical and psychologi-

cal effects on them. However, respondents

from all these sources were self-selected and

might show a bias towards greater dissatis-

faction.

In summary, all of the more recent research

acknowledges that a proportion of people

have very strong reactions against ECT, al-

though very little is known about the nature

of, and reasons for, these adverse psychologi-

cal effects. The differences between the re-

ported rates of adverse reactions (varying

from 13.1% in the hospital-based surveys to

35.1% in the others) also remain puzzling.

While some of the earlier accounts may

seem far-fetched, they do make an important

point that has been over-looked in most sub-

sequent surveys, that `there are crucial psy-

chodynamic events involved in ¼ organic

therapy’  ( Abse & Ewing, 1956) and that

attitudes can influence the outcome of the

treatment.( Fisher et al., 1953; Hillard &

Folger, 1977). Clearly, we need to know

more about the meanings that ECT carries for

a certain number of recipients, and which

make it such a traumatic event for them. This

may also throw some light on issues such as

compliance and its possible effects on par-

ticipants’  responses. In order to investigate

these areas, the existing questionnaires and

pre-structured checklists of possible reac-

tions need to be complemented by an ap-

proach that allows a detailed, in-depth explo-

ration of the experiences of those people who

find ECT a distressing event, entirely sepa-

rate from the hospital setting. For these rea-

sons a qualitative design was used in the

present study.

Participants

The study targeted people who had had

negative reactions to ECT.  They were re-

cruited by posters and flyers asking, `Have

you been given ECT? Did you find it upset-

ting or distressing in any way?’  which were

distributed through local mental health vol-

untary organisations. Twenty-two people

contacted the researcher, and 20 were even-

tually found to fit the criteria. There were 12

women and eight men, with an age range of

27±63 years. One of the men was a female-to-

male transgender. Ten were unemployed,

and ten were involved in voluntary or paid
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work. Two described themselves as mixed

race and the rest described themselves as

white.

Participants were not always able to be

precise about the details of their treatment,

but nine of them reported that they had had

more than one course of ECT, and six had had

at least one course under section.  The most

recent course of ECT was 2±5 years ago for

five participants; 5±10 years ago for five

participants; 10±20 years ago for six partici-

pants; and 20±30 years ago for four partici-

pants.

It can be seen that within the overall cat-

egory of adverse reactions to ECT, partici-

pants represented a wide range of backgrounds

and treatment circumstances.

Method

The aims of the investigation were ex-

plained to the participants, and confidential-

ity was assured. The researcher emphasised

that she had no current connections with

psychiatric teams. Participants were invited

to take part in a semi-structured interview at

a place and time convenient to them, con-

cerning all aspects of their experiences of

ECT. Interviews were tape-recorded and tran-

scribed, and a thematic analysis was per-

formed on the results.

Results

Themes can be organised under the follow-

ing main questions.

What were the circumstances in which

you came to have ECT?

Participants described their mental states at

the time mainly in standard psychiatric terms,

for example:

`I’ m diagnosed as manic-depressive, and

in those years I did suffer from some form of

depression rather than mania, and I suppose

I went into such deep depression that they

thought  ECT would help to get me out of it’ .

`I was just really depressed and I was

getting a bit manic as well, and I didn’ t seem

to be responding to the medication, and they

said I should have a course of ECT’ .

However, as the interviews progressed,

m or e  co m p lex  b ack g ro un d  s i tua t io n s

emerged:

` I always knew I had problems that were

emotionally-based, to do with my life. And

although I’ d gone in partly under the influ-

ence of drugs, LSD, I also knew when I was

growing up that I had some problems’ .

 `I was a very mixed-up and distressed

person, and then my closest friend was killed

six weeks after I got married...and my world

fell apart’ .

`I was in nursing¼ One day I was a student,

the next day I was qualified and in charge of

a ward, which I wasn’ t trained to do. I was

just too young for the job’ .

 `If I look back on what caused the depres-

sion and what caused me to try to take my life,

it was quite normal, average things¼ a di-

vorce, I had two children, I was three months

pregnant when I left¼ holding three jobs

down, mundane jobs, trying to keep it going

really.  I was worn out, absolutely worn out’ .

What kind of explanation of ECT were

you given?

A problem here, as with other questions

that asked for specific details about events,

was that many participants had uncertain

recall due to the effects of ECT itself.  As in

other surveys, nearly everyone felt that ex-

planations had been completely inadequate

or lacking altogether, and that there had been

minimal opportunity for discussion.

`I don’ t remember anything being ex-

plained. I think they just said they were going

to attach these things. I don’ t remember any

discussion beforehand’ .
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`She said, ª I don’ t think the Valium’ s doing

you any good, so I’ ll put you on ECTº .

Why did you agree to have ECT?

Six of the participants had had ECT under

section on at least one occasion. The answer

to the puzzling question raised by other re-

searchers, of why the others consented de-

spite inadequate explanations and the fact

that many of them already had doubts based

on the experiences of relatives or other pa-

tients, lies in their feelings of extreme des-

peration and powerlessness.

`I was so ill, I felt so desperate, I didn’ t

know which way to turn. I was just looking for

answers as to why I was so strange, so pecu-

liar’ .

`I wasn’ t in a fit state to make any of those

decisions. We were just grasping at straws,

trying to find an answer’ .

`If you’ re at your wits’  end and they’ ve

drugged you up to the eyes you don’ t

question¼ you’ re not thinking straight any-

way’ .

This desperate desire to get better was often

coupled with a tendency towards compliance

and a strong assumption that `doctor knows

best’ . Moreover, participants felt they could

not risk alienating these powerful people who

seemed to hold the key to their cure:

`I was a very compliant young woman, I

was very frightened of everybody and that

was part of the problem¼ I wouldn’ t have

known how to object, it wasn’ t on the horizon.

You didn’ t disagree with doctors, you did

what they said’ .

`You believed that whatever they were go-

ing to do was going to work, you believed

what you were told really’ .

`He is the one with the power, he is the one

ultimately that has the answer¼ if that’ s the

only help you’ re getting you’ ve got to hang

on to it’ .

A man who ended up completing his course

of ECT despite his own reluctance and en-

couragement from the nursing staff to refuse

it, put it like this:

`It was like, the consultants and the psy-

chiatrists have such a powerful influence

over you. In one sense your life is in their

hands and it’ s wanting to please them, I

suppose, because¼ part of depression is los-

ing your sense of self really, and you’ re so

easily influenced and so easily willing to

accept authority’ .

One woman found that her refusal to have

further courses of ECT was, in fact, respected.

Others who were able to be assertive were not

so fortunate:

`They asked me if I would agree to it, but

they did say if I refused they`d go ahead with

it anyway¼ being forced to stay there is bad

enough but being forced to have something

that you don’ t want is ten times worse, so I did

agree, yes’ .

`Now what so often happens in psychiatric

hospitals is, it’ s not the psychiatrist that

forces you to have it. Long before that hap-

pens you get confronted by staff nurses who

are very anxious to stop hassle ¼ so what they

do, they see that you’ re weak and vulnerable

and they say, `You’ d better sign’ , just like

that’ .

`I said immediately that I didn’ t want it, and

I pointed out that the previous consultant ¼

had said to me that she didn’ t think I was an

appropriate case for ECT¼ and he (the con-

sultant) got into a real huff basically and got

up and walked out of the room¼ I felt abso-

lutely devastated. I just burst out crying and

didn’ t know what was going to happen to me,

or whether they were going to section me, or

what’ .

In summary, nearly all participants wanted

to emphasise how far their apparent agree-

ment was from being fully informed consent:

`I wasn’ t physically taken to the suite or
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anything, I walked there on my own, but I felt

it was forced on me’ .

What was the actual experience of ECT

like?

Six people said that ECT was not particu-

larly frightening to receive, although one

woman attributed this to the numbing effects

of her medication. All the other participants

reported a very high level of fear, with a lack

of accurate information sometimes supple-

mented  by observation of other patients who

had had ECT and by their own imaginations:

`I really didn’ t know what to expect, so I

was absolutely terrified¼ I imagined great

big metal things being put each side of my

head and, like, sparks coming out, thunder

and lightning, and my whole body shaking’ .

`W hen you`d been on the ward there were

certain people who had had ECT and all the

other people were very scared by this...you

would see them afterwards when they couldn’ t

remember who they were and were very con-

fused and had terrible headaches and weren’ t

themselves at all’ .

All this generally produced a high level of

anticipatory anxiety:

`I remember the very first time I had it,

walking down to the ECT (suite) from the

ward and I remember feeling very agitated,

sick and scared. And when I got into the

waiting room there, I came to a standstill. I

couldn’ t go through with it, I didn’ t want it.

They talked to me and said I’ d signed the

consent form and I was under section’ .

`As they wheeled you in you’ d see what they

used, they’ d put some gel on it, they didn’ t

even hide it from you¼ You were scared, yes’ .

 `I can remember sitting in the room wait-

ing for treatment and looking at some of the

other people who were there as well and I

suppose it was almost like a pre-execution

room really¼ We were all sitting there in

complete silence. I remember reading in some-

thing, I think a hospital pamphlet, (that) it

was just like going to the dentist, which is

completely absurd¼ It’ s not like going to the

dentist’ .

One participant reported that the reality

was not quite as terrifying. However, the

terror of the other participants remained or

even increased as the course continued, and

m any found the im mediate after-effects

equally devastating:

 `I thought maybe second time around it’ ll

be much easier and I won’ t feel so scared and

terrified, but it was just the same, if not a bit

more’ .

`You dread it, your heart starts pumping,

here we go again.  Horrible, absolutely

terrifying...It’ s like going to your death, your

doom, isn’ t it’ .

`I was absolutely convinced they were try-

ing to kill me¼ you know, I was so bad and

evil, all they could do was get rid of me’ .  (A

woman who was psychotic at the time.)

 `They could be doing anything, you don’ t

know what they are doing...you get paranoid

and think they are trying to poison you, or do

weird experiments or something like that’ .

(A woman with a diagnosis of paranoia.)

` Afterwards I felt as if I’ d been battered¼ I

was just incapacitated, body and mind, like a

heap of scrunched-up bones’ .

`...Pains in your head and the memory loss,

and sometimes I used to have a bruise. I’ d be

dribbling, I looked insane...I felt terrible, I

was only 22 and I must have looked 82. I just

couldn’ t do anything’ .

 When asked what was the most frighten-

ing aspect of receiving ECT, participants

most commonly mentioned feelings of being

helpless and out of control, and worries about

long-term damage.

 `It’ s a horrible sensation. You feel like a

zombie, they could do what they want with

you when you’ ve had that and you would do

it, because you don’ t know no different’ .
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 `It was the whole treatment, being carted

off. I felt like a slave, taken away to this little

room and put on a bed. No control, it was

awful’ .

`You can’ t get it out of your head, how

would you end up?¼ you’ d be so brain dead

you wouldn’ t know what you were doing’ .

`What I was most concerned about wasn’ t

the fact that it was unpleasant at the time, it

was how it was going to affect me for the rest

of my life¼ I remember feeling very disorien-

tated and feeling that I’ d been damaged for

life’ .

For several, ECT was a confirmation that

they were truly mad, and had reached the last

option:

`It seemed to reflect how ill I was, the fact

that he was saying I had to have ECT this

time¼ this was the last desperate thing that

they do’ .

`It was because this was the last resort¼ so

what is there left, annihilation or what?’

`I knew I wasn’ t crazy. I knew what had

happened. (After ECT) I was beginning to

think maybe I am mad¼ I must be mad to have

ECT’ .

What other emotional or psychological

effects has ECT had on you?

Fear is the only psychological reaction to

ECT that has been investigated to any extent.

However, these participants described a com-

plex range of emotional responses including

feelings of humiliation, increased compli-

ance, failure, worthlessness, betrayal, lack of

confidence and degradation, and a sense of

having been abused and assaulted:

 `It made me feel like a cabbage, like I

wasn’ t worth anything at all. All I could do

was sit around all day’ .

`It was like I was a non-person and it didn’ t

matter what anybody did to me’ .

`I suppose I saw myself as worthless for a

long time¼ almost being an empty person

and having to start again, having to build up

a personality, having to build yourself up’ .

`It’ s horrible to think that these people,

doctors and nursing staff, are going to see

you having a fit. It’ s degrading’ .

`I knew that the only way I could get out

would be by being insignificant¼ by being a

very good patient, and it worked. I wasn’ t any

better, I felt quite terrible’ .

`I suppose as a woman, I feel¼ a lot of stuff

was reinforced. You know, being the gender

I am, it feels like you have to comply even

more’ .

`It made me feel like a freak, and it’ s only

since I’ ve talked about that with a therapist

about two years ago that I’ ve got over that

feeling’ .

`This psychiatrist had built this relation-

ship with me, so I trusted him and then he did

that (prescribed ECT)...This chap had been

clued up enough to realise he needed to build

my trust, but didn’ t appear to be clued up

enough to know that giving somebody elec-

tric shocks to their head might actually dam-

age that trust¼ ECT I feel is just such a

betrayal, this frightened young woman and

they do that. Terrible’ .

 `It’ s a really horrible feeling¼ a sense of

failure, and what’ s wrong with me that I’ m

not getting better’ .

`It felt like I had been got at, yes, bashed,

abused, as if my brain had been abused.  It did

feel like an assault’ .

 Most people said that they did not mind

others knowing that they had had ECT. For

some, though, the perception by them and

others that ECT is an intervention reserved

for the extremes of madness, produced a

strong sense of shame and stigma:

`I was deeply, deeply ashamed of having

ECT...this was real serious stuff, this was a

mad person’ .

`People can’ t imagine what on earth situa-

tion you need to be in, that you need to be
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electrically shocked. So they imagine that

you must have been some kind of absolute

raging animal or something to need that.’

`I have told a couple of people in the past

and they think for you to have ECT you must

really be off your rocker’ .

ECT was experienced by several partici-

pants not just as a sign of madness, but also as

a punishment for and confirmation of bad-

ness.

`At that time I was completely convinced I

was being punished for something¼ I thought,

well, I must have done something wrong to be

treated like this’ .

`Maybe if I had been good or if I hadn’ t

done this or that, I wouldn’ t be punished. Yes,

I thought it’ s a form of abuse, a punishment’ .

Three of the women identified themselves

as survivors of child sexual abuse. Of these,

two drew explicit parallels between these

early experiences and the experience of being

given ECT, in terms of the emotions experi-

enced at the time, confusingly mixed feelings

towards both psychiatrists and original abus-

ers, and inability to deal with their own pow-

erful feelings of helplessness and rage after-

wards:

`It certainly felt, ª Do what you likeº , and

that’ s something I felt as a child, that I had no

power, there was no way I could stop anyone

doing whatever they wanted to me, so rather

than get hurt I’ ll let them do it and maybe

they’ ll like me¼ especially because it was

men doing it, the men actually operating the

machinery or whatever, and I can remember

it was men putting the needle in. Yes, again

there would have been no way I would have

said I don’ t want this¼ And then just sort of

lying there, feeling really frightened and yet

completely passive. So it was like all trapped,

all my emotions were trapped anyway and my

feelings were trapped, so it was all trapped

inside. And on the other hand not caring what

happened to me’ .

`I’ ve had physical abuse as a child and I’ ve

had sexual abuse as a child and mental abuse

as a child. I suppose I did think about it a

couple of times going through the ECT, that

this was some form of abuse, being put on you

when you don’ t want it, or being more or less

said that you’ ve got to have it ¼ I sometimes

feel very angry to the people involved, that I

can’ t get back at them or take revenge at

them. So that I don’ t do that, I self-harm, I cut

myself’ .

(LJ)`Who do you want to get back at?’

`Sometimes it’ s the doctors, the profession-

als, sometimes it’ s the abusers that have

abused me¼ I always tend to turn it in on

myself. I’ ve been told many times by doctors

and counsellors, ª You’ ve got to stop turning

it on yourselfº , but I don’ t...It’ s like I feel I

need to punish myself, maybe all the abuse  is

all my fault’ .

Although this investigation did not specifi-

cally seek to investigate the effects of ECT on

memory, nearly all participants spontane-

ously reported some degree of loss. While

acknowledging that medication and depres-

sion itself can affect the memory, they never-

theless believed that ECT had also been an

important factor, and this caused much con-

cern:

`Sometimes it really affects me, I break out

in a cold sweat. Have I really got brain

damage?’

`It’ s not the thought disorder that’ s dis-

turbing me now, it’ s the damage done by the

ECT¼ I’ ve probably got another 50 years to

go, and I thought, well, I’ m going to be

damaged for the rest of my life’ .

Some participants had lost large pieces of

their lives, which was particularly upsetting

where the memories involved young chil-

dren:

`M y memory is terrible, absolutely terrible.

I can’ t even remember Sarah’ s first steps,
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and that’ s really hurtful¼ losing the memory

of the kids growing up was awful’ .

`I can’ t remember when they started junior

school, I can’ t remember when they left in-

fant school. Now those are things you remem-

ber, they’ re highlights¼ and I’ m quite re-

sentful really  to think that my ex-husband

has got more memories of my children and

did pretty well nothing to help’ .

The commonest complaints were inability

to follow films, books or TV programmes,

and problems with facial recognition. These

disabilities were both frustrating and embar-

rassing. Less tangible was the general loss of

sense of self described by a few participants:

`I can be reading a magazine and I get

halfway through or nearly to the end and I

can’ t remember what it’ s about, so I’ ve got to

read it all over again. Same with a film or a

programme on the telly’ .

`I can understand the individual sentences

but when it comes to taking in the whole story,

you don’ t know what the hell’ s going on

really¼ I like reading and I find it very irritat-

ing’ .

`People would come up to me in the street

that knew me and would tell me how they

knew me and I had no recollection of them at

all¼ very frightening’ .

`It happens all the time. It’ s tiny little things,

which on their own don’ t really matter, but

it’ s this permanent sense of something that

you’ ve lost.’

`It’ s a void, I can’ t describe it, and there’ s

also a feeling of something fundamental that

I don’ t even know what it is missing¼ just like

an intrinsic part of me that I feel isn’ t there

and it was once¼ Part of it feels like there was

a real death of something, something died

during that time’ .

Did ECT have any beneficial effects?

Nine people said that ECT had given them

at least some temporary relief from depres-

sion, or in one case from hearing voices,

although all but two of these felt that the costs

had far outweighed the benefits. Two other

participants reported a paradoxical effect:

`I felt I’ d reached the absolute rock bottom

and I couldn’ t go any further. Everything had

been tried¼ Perhaps I felt the ECT gave me

permission to get better’ .

`In a very bizarre sort of way, because the

treatment and the abuse was so terrible, it

made me come  to my senses. I’ ve got to get

my act together, I’ ve got to help myself’ .

Two of the nine believed that ECT had

`worked’  by triggering a high mood.  A man

with a diagnosis of manic-depression de-

scribed how ECT had several times precipi-

tated a change from suicidal depression to

elation:

`I felt fantastic¼ Basically it puts you high,

so you need the help then, that’ s when you

need the help. Not, ª aren’ t you doing well,

how are you feeling on a scale of one to ten,º

ª oh about eight or nine, good I can get a

jobº , ª are you, oh fantastic, go out and do it

thenº . Because you’ re sick, still sick’ .

A woman who also responded dramatically

described it like this:

 ̀ I felt as though I had become a completely

different person¼ I felt as if I had just totally

gone off my head. I was totally dependent on

the ward and everything and all of a sudden

I think ECT had blasted me into this other

reality. And some positive things did come

out of it because I went out and I worked for

a year and I was discharged from hospital¼ It

was at a very high cost, obviously. You feel

you’ ve got to adapt to this new person  that

you are¼ For a year or two afterwards I felt

very mad¼ I felt I’ d lost the person I used to

be¼ Too happy, really, too sort of split off

from the side that was there before I had ECT,

that all disappeared completely’ .

Nine years later, this woman felt that she

had still not entirely reclaimed her real self.
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Did you tell anyone how you felt about

ECT?

Most participants had felt unable to tell

psychiatrists or other professionals of the

strength of their feelings about ECT, for the

same reasons that prevented them refusing to

have it in the first place. The few who tried to

hint at their reluctance and terror felt they had

been met with little response:

(LJ) `Did you explain to anyone how trau-

matic it had been for you?’

`No, I didn’ t dare. They had complete con-

trol over you, they could lock you up. You

can’ t be angry with them. People who are, get

a really bad time’ .

`Once or twice I’ ve been able to say that I

think it’ s a waste of time¼ and they say you’ ve

got to complete the course now, you’ ve got to

go through to the end and it’ s best for you and

you’ re not in any fit state at the moment to

know what you want. It’ s like the power’ s

taken away from you all the time’ .

`I can remember asking him (the consult-

ant) about what happened about me coming

round (from the ECT) crying, and telling him

I felt really frightened having it. And he

certainly didn’ t acknowledge the fact it was

frightening’ .

`I always said I wasn’ t feeling any better,

but they started saying towards the end they

thought I was feeling better, and I discovered

a lot later that on my notes they invented that

the ECT had been a successful treatment, and

there was no way I was any better¼ At the end

of the treatment I had a meeting with the

consultant who said he thought I was biologi-

cally cured of depression¼ The implication

was, I suppose, that all the other things were

just personal things I’ d got to sort out’ .

It is perhaps not surprising that the experi-

ence of ECT had left some participants with

a lasting distrust of mental health profession-

als and hospitals:

`When I was in hospital last time I was

terrified that they were going to give it to me

again. They promised they wouldn’ t, but can

I trust them, can I trust them? I was terrified,

I hated walking across the room where they

did it’ .

`It was a useful lesson really. It’ s not sensi-

ble in this world to tell psychiatrists of  your,

what they call ª delusional systemsº , and in

fact I never told them another one’ .

(This woman was feeling suicidal around

the time of the interview, but had deliberately

not told her community psychiatric nurse.

She had previously had ECT under section.)

`They’ ve only got to mention the word hospi-

tal to me and I freak out¼ when I go into

hospital, I won’ t trust nobody in there, be-

cause my mind runs away with me. Are they

going to force me to have ECT?¼  I know the

staff on the ward, I’ ve been there so many

times, but each time I’ ve been and come

away, when I have to go back again I try and

build that trust up all over again’ .

Many participants were very unhappy with

other aspects of their psychiatric care, such as

the use of  medication. However, a number of

them made the point that there is something

qualitatively different about ECT: the idea of

putting electricity through someone’ s head

carries powerful symbolic meanings which

still apply no matter how caringly the inter-

vention is delivered. It can be experienced as

a brutal assault on your very self:

`I think to tie somebody up and zap them

with electricity...it goes back to the days of

Frankenstein, doesn’ t it’ .

`Well, it’ s an assault on your head, isn’ t it?

It’ s an assault on who you are, you are in your

head. And yet you’ ve gone to them expecting

them to heal you’ .

`I would have thought anyone would be

apprehensive about something like that, es-

pecially when they are messing about with

your brain. That’ s the centre of your being,

isn’ t it?’
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`They make it all nice, they’ re nice to you

when you go into the room, they pamper you

a bit ¼ talking to you very personably (sic)

and all they want to do is jolt you with a

thousand volts¼ It goes back to the Jews,

doesn’ t it, who went into this room and had a

nice shower’ .

What other forms of help would have

been more appropriate instead of ECT?

Nearly all participants were convinced,

looking back, that ECT and all its disadvan-

tages could have been avoided had the right

kind of counselling and support been avail-

able instead:

`It was so obvious that one of the things I

needed help with was grieving for this friend.

I needed to be given some way of knowing

that I belonged to the human race’ .

`You used to say what you thought your

troubles was, and she was nice, this doctor I

had, and she would talk back and explain

everything to me¼ If I could have carried on

with her, on Valium, I would never have had

ECT’ .

`There was one nurse who was actually a

trained counsellor and about three or four

years ago I was quite ill and there were things

I wasn’ t disclosing to anybody, not even

friends or whatever, and when I was in hos-

pital I managed to talk to her and it all came

out, and that was like a step forward’ .

`Although at that particular time I was very

very psychotic, I needed to be allowed to be

mad, but be somewhere with human decency

and not be so restricted¼ I needed someone

to talk to more than anything’ .

`Somebody sitting down with me in a room

on your own, talking to you when you needed

it¼ There were so many people on the ward

and only three nurses, so you didn’ t get a lot

of attention’ .

Ten of the 20 participants had ultimately

been able to take up a variety of occupations

including student, caretaker and voluntary or

paid worker in the mental health field.  Two

of the ten felt that they had recovered largely

by their own efforts. The other eight had

finally found the help they needed through a

mixture of counselling/therapy, self-help

groups and support from other service users:

`I’ ve had private therapy on and off for

about 4 or 5 years which I pay for, so that’ s

helped a lot’ .

`I ultimately found the answer at a tran-

quilliser withdrawal group.   I work for them

and we all help and encourage each other,

support each other and it’ s brilliant. And you

have to build back your self-esteem, your

self-worth, it doesn’ t just happen¼ and it’ s

fantastic’ .

`I had so much inspiration from other peo-

ple who were further on (at a support group),

and I really just got involved and started

helping out there and becoming a bit more

empowered¼ I just knew that’ s what I wanted

to do, try and help other people in the way

that that helped me’ .

A common theme in this group was how

anger at their treatment had turned their ear-

lier compliance and conformity into assert-

iveness and a determination never to let oth-

ers take control over them again:

`It taught me a lesson¼ always to question,

never ever believe professionals, never as-

sume because the doctor is a professional

that he knows better than I do about my pain.

I’ m dreadful in a doctor’ s surgery. I do

honestly make sure I get my time, I need to

know what’ s going on. Never let them control

me again like they did’ .

`It ’ s really starting to com e through

now¼ angry at the way you’ ve been treated

by people over the years, doormat, really put

upon. I’ m really starting to realise how badly

at times I’ ve been treated and now I’ m chang-

ing that and putting my foot down and speak-

ing out about things I’ m not very popular, but

that’ s too bad.’
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`I just feel¼ very angry, and basically I

know my rights so much now, I’ m in charge’ .

But most people still had unresolved feel-

ings about ECT, in some cases  many years

later:

`Certainly if I do talk or read about ECT it

does bring back all these horrible memories

of the actual treatment. I always get the same

symptoms, headaches, nausea and things’ .

(23 years on.)

`I had absolutely terrifying lucid dreams. I

couldn’ t explain to you  how terrifying they

are, it’ s just beyond words. I started telling

this therapist about them to try and make

sense (of  them) and I always described this

feeling as if I was having electricity¼ Terrible

sensations, feeling like I was just about to die,

and very, very lucid dreams, not like ordinary

ones, where I wasn’ t sure if I was awake or

asleep’ .

`This is one of the problems, when I feel I’ m

bitter towards this person, perhaps I’ m not

on Jesus’ s side¼ perhaps he hasn’ t accepted

me because I hold this grudge’ .  (A man with

strong religious beliefs who was angry with

the nurse who had  put pressure on him to

have ECT.)

`I do feel very angry, and sometimes I just

have to stop myself dwelling on it because if

I do I just get very angry. It’ s difficult to know

what to do with that anger’ .

What are your overall views about

ECT?

All the participants except one were very

clear that they themselves would refuse ECT

if they were ever offered it again. The excep-

tion was a man who said that he would

consent as a `very, very last resort’  if he ever

became ill again.

 One person thought that there was a place

for ECT for some people, and 13 others

thought that people should be able to make

their own informed decision on the matter.

This was a conclusion generally put forward

with some reluctance, with two participants

adding that in their personal opinion it should

be banned.  The six remaining participants

had no hesitation in calling for a universal

ban even if some individuals wanted to have

it.

`I think it’ s up to the individual really.  I

wouldn’ t touch it ever, even if I was really

ill¼ I think if people gave you full informa-

tion, a lot of people wouldn’ t have it’ .

`Personally I think there should be a ban,

but until that happens I suppose if users feel

it might benefit them, then go ahead, but I’ d

like to see in the next few years a total ban

worldwide’ .

`It is not justifiable to give people some-

thing that harms their brains and gives them

an epileptic fit on the NHS. It’ s just not, in my

view, an ethical way to proceed’ .

Most participants expressed their overall

views on ECT in strong terms. They saw it as

a blunt instrument that produced brain dam-

age without dealing with the person’ s real

problems:

`It’ s like being hit on the head by a hammer,

that’ s the way I would describe it ¼ How do I

know they’ re getting the right area and don’ t

kill cells in a different area? It’ s a crude tool’ .

`W ell, it deadens your brain, doesn’ t it?

That’ s what it does’ .

`They didn’ t have the time and they didn’ t

have the staff and so I think ECT is just a

quick way, a quick job, less expensive’ .

`It’ s short-term relief¼ obviously until you

find a solution to the problem it’ s just going

to recur and you’ re going to keep on having

ECT’ .

`I think it is barbaric giving it to people on

the scale that it is. And I’ ve never actually met

anyone who said it had done them any good,

so¼ I don’ t know where this eight out of ten

figure comes from’ . (The proportion of peo-
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ple benefiting from ECT, according to this

man’ s consultant.)

`Quite barbaric, really, barbaric to put

electric shocks through people’ s heads’ .

` I  th in k  i t  w o rks b y cau sing  b ra in

damage¼ It knocks out the memory¼ so be-

ing unable to remember the unpleasant feel-

ings, you are less able to feel depressed’ .

 `When you think that shock treatment is a

form  o f torture,  then you  can see the

relationship¼ It’ s very extreme and it’ s abu-

sive. Well, it’ s not a treatment really, is it, it’ s

just a violation of a person’ s body’ .

`To be treated physically for something

that isn’ t a physical complaint¼ I do object to

that for emotional, psychic, spiritual prob-

lems’ .

`It is inhuman and inhumane.’

Discussion

Since this study specifically targeted those

with a negative experience of ECT, the re-

sults cannot be taken as representative of all

ECT recipients. However, the study does

confirm that for a certain proportion of pa-

tients, ECT is a deeply and lastingly trau-

matic experience.  Few participants doubted

the good intentions of the professionals; as

one of them put it, ̀  I don’ t think the psychi-

atric system is made up of bad people want-

ing to harm people’ . Unfortunately, the fact

that professionals genuinely believe that they

are acting in the patient’ s best interests by

prescribing ECT does not guarantee that the

patient will experience the intervention as

beneficial. This investigation provides ample

evidence that organic therapies do carry mean-

ings, and that these meanings, filtered through

the individual’ s own background/context and

interpretations, influence how such therapies

are experienced. Having said this, we must be

careful not to discount the possibility that

some of their concerns also have a factual

basis; for example, that ECT does cause

definite cognitive impairment, and anxiety

about brain damage is not just a psychologi-

cal phenomenon but an understandable re-

sponse to a real danger.

Although participants represented a wide

range of treatment circumstances, the themes

that emerged from their accounts were re-

markably similar. There are a number of

areas of particular concern to mental health

professionals. First, there is the fact that ECT

may be undermining therapeutic work in

ways that professionals are unaware of. One

woman appreciated her psychiatrist’ s sensi-

tive attempts to build a relationship with her,

but lost all trust in him when he subsequently

prescribed ECT.  Another was encouraged to

direct her anger outwards, while simultane-

ously being forced to undergo a treatment

that increased her anger and self-blame to the

point of self-harm.

Secondly, ECT may actually exacerbate

existing psychological problems. Some par-

ticipants who already believed themselves to

be bad, saw ECT as confirming this. Several

woman who saw unassertiveness as having

been part of their problems,  received the

message that they must comply and keep

quiet. A man whose religious beliefs had

caused him great conflict was deeply worried

about his unresolved anger about ECT. In

addition, ECT seemed to feed into two wom-

en’ s delusional beliefs; one was convinced

that she was being killed, while another

thought that  ̀ weird experiments’  were being

carried out on her.  Feelings of shame, failure,

badness, unworthiness, self-punishment and

helplessness are common features of depres-

sion, and in so far as ECT reinforces them, it

will obviously be unhelpful. Perhaps most

worrying were the cases of the two women

survivors of sexual abuse who clearly expe-

rienced ECT as a re-abuse.  Given that an

estimated 50% of women in psychiatric hos-
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pitals have suffered sexual and/or physical

abuse in childhood (Williams & Watson,

1994) and that ECT is most commonly used

on women, this raises the disturbing possibil-

ity that a number of patients are, in effect,

being re-abused in the name of treatment.

Thirdly, ECT may be leaving some people

with a distrust of psychiatric services that

undermines any future attempts to form thera-

peutic relationships. They may be both

unhelped ± perhaps even in a worse state ±

and at the same time harder to reach.

It is important to appreciate how powerless

and vulnerable psychiatric patients perceive

themselves to be in relation to the profession-

als. The apparent willingness to consent to

ECT remarked upon by other researchers

may merely be a case of desperation and

compliance temporarily overcoming terror

and reluctance. Similarly, what seems like a

successful outcome may simply be conform-

ity and a fear of confiding one’ s true feelings

to professionals.

Powerlessness, control and conformity were

themes that constantly recurred in the partici-

pants’  responses. They came for help feeling

confused, helpless and desperate. The help

they were offered was experienced as a fur-

ther loss of power and control which left them

even less able to protest and assert them-

selves than before. None of them had felt able

to convey the strength of their feelings about

ECT to mental health professionals, imply-

ing a possible hidden pool of distress that is

unlikely to be picked up by hospital-based

surveys; hence, perhaps, the disparity in re-

ported rates of psychological trauma after

ECT.

 The most optimistic outcomes were for

those who were ultimately able to direct their

anger outwards, reverse their previous pat-

tern of compliance and take control of their

lives again. That they were able to do this

despite rather than because of their treatment,

and mainly with help from outside the psy-

chiatric services, is a matter for profound

concern.

What lessons can be learned about the

use of ECT from this survey?

Standards for the administration of ECT

are still very variable, as the most recent audit

(Duffett & Lelliott, 1998) indicates. The par-

ticipants in this study particularly objected to

lack of discussion beforehand, seeing trol-

leys and equipment as they waited, overhear-

ing people being given ECT, and distant or

offhand staff attitudes.  All this could be

remedied relatively easily, in line with meas-

ures already suggested by other researchers,

but at the risk of being seen as hypocrisy or

window-dressing;   it is the central fact of

having electricity passed through your head

that was so unacceptable to these partici-

pants.  Not only did this carry powerful

symbolic meanings, it was also seen as irrel-

evant and damaging. The superficial adop-

tion of psychiatric terminology (`manic-de-

pression’ , `psychotic’  and so on) disguises

the fact that participants believed they had

broken down for reasons which a physical

intervention obviously could not address.

This mismatch of models, with the profes-

sionals offering biomedical explanations and

treatments while the patients tend to prefer

psychosocial ones, has been noted by other

researchers (Rogers et al., 1993.)

Also problematic is the call for fuller infor-

mation on both positive and negative effects.

The issue of what counts as accurate informa-

tion about ECT is still controversial, although

these participants are in line with some critics

in believing that it can cause long-term brain

dam age (Breggin , 1991; F rank, 1990) .

Whether or not they were correct in reporting

that no one had discussed ECT adequately
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with them, it seems clear that they would

consider many current factsheets (for exam-

ple that produced by the Royal College of

Psychiatrists 1997) a highly misleading por-

trayal of possible cognitive and psychologi-

cal consequences.

Whatever the true figures about adverse

reactions to ECT, professionals obviously

need to be very alert to the expression of fear

or distress and to take such feelings very

seriously, since such patients are likely to

find ECT not only unhelpful, but actually

damaging.  It should be emphasised that

consent can be withdrawn at any time, even

after signing the form. The most constructive

overall response may be to heed the call for

much more access to counselling and general

emotional support as an alternative to ECT.

This is consistent with other recent surveys of

service user views on treatment, for example

those by MIND (1993), and the Mental Health

Foundation  (1997).

For some, the present findings will raise the

question of whether there is a place for ECT

at all. If up to a third of people will suffer

psychological trauma after ECT, and if there

is no way of identifying these individuals in

advance, the ratio of costs to benefits may

begin to seem unacceptably high. As always,

more research is needed. However, this should

not be an excuse for complacency about  the

experiences of those for whom the descrip-

tion of ECT as `a helpful treatment and not

particularly frightening’  is profoundly un-

true.
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